
- Sound Design in Theatre -

The design of the set, lighting, music, sound and costumes, and the way digital technology is used all contribute to
the audience's experience.

The sound designer is responsible for how a production sounds beyond the noise the actors make. Sometimes the
sound designer is responsible for music too, but usually music and sound design are separate roles. It depends on the
requirements of the show. A production with a lot of live or incidental music might have a separate composer, who
writes original music for the production or a musical director, such as in Musical theatre.
Some shows use a lot of sound effects and it's the sound designer’s job to decide what should be added where to
enhance a production. They must then source the sounds and plan when they come in, when they stop and what
volume level they should be at for best effect.

Making sound choices:
Once again, the artistic choices the sound designer makes will depend on the style of the production. Just like lights,
sound can be used effectively to create atmosphere and location, such as adding a faint sound of birdsong under a
scene set in a garden. Sound can also be used in an abstract way. For example, you could choose sounds which
refect the emotions of the characters onstage or a sound that creates fear or builds tension, e.g. a repetitive ticking
noise that increases in volume throughout a scene.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z39x34j/revision/5 

The Sound Designer will work to add a sonic dimension to the piece – you could see it as creating a sonic world of the
performance. This would typically include sounds that are guiding the audience’s emotional journey, or sounds that
are providing a sense of setting – so time and place – naturalistic sound effects, like explosions and similar effects.

Often being a sound designer also includes sourcing and editing of music; it might include the use of microphones,
to amplify performers’ voices, whether they are head worn, or placed around the stage. The Sound Designer will
decide how and when these different elements of sound and music are used – that’s always a conversation to be had
with the director. There is a high degree of autonomy in the work of a Sound Designer but at the same time the
director always has the fnal word, such as what specifc sound will be used and what piece of music, and how that will
be integrated into the whole of the performance.

The world of sound design for theatre encompasses these two hemispheres. 
1) On the one side there is the creation of sound effects, making of recordings, editing and manipulating the

sounds, and deciding which sound feels right for which moment.
2) On the other hand there’s this technical world where one needs to have a good knowledge of the sound

technology in order to be able to then translate these ideas, and the sounds you’ve created into an
experience for an audience.

https://www.cssd.ac.uk/content/what-is-a-sound-designer 



WHAT IS THE REASON FOR SOUND DESIGN IN THEATRE?
– Motivate onstage actions

e.g. Sound of the wind shifts actor's performance
– Support / Illustrate events taking place offstage

e.g. There's a party offstage
– Establish the setting

e.g. Historical background
– Locate the action in a specifc place

e.g. At a cafe, at a beach, at war...
– Create a mood / Change a mood

e.g. Add Suspense / A couple breaks up
– Help build characters

e.g. Support the character onstage / Help actors  
               create characters in the process

– Transitions between scenes
e.g. Music, fade-out/in, speed up/down, etc.

WHAT TYPE OF SOUNDS CAN YOU HEAR IN THEATRE?
– Soundscapes

e.g.
– Pre-recorded sound effects

e.g.
– Live sound-effects (Foley)

e.g
– Music in the foyer

e.g.
– Music on stage

e.g.

http://www.theatrecrafts.com/pages/home/topics/sound/ 

 

HISTORY OF SOUND IN THEATRE

 

Before electricity came along, sound effects were created live, using a variety of
ingenious methods:

Stage Effects - How to Make and Work Them, by A. Rose (1928)
(The Backstage Heritage Collection)

- WIND MACHINE / AEOLIPHONE, this is a musical instrument consisting of a piece of
canvas draped over a slatted wooden drum, which is rotated producing a sound of
gusty wind (see video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=skSd4YIB_3E&feature=emb_logo )
- HORSE RUNNING, http://www.theatrecrafts.com/archive/bookreader/tc.php?id=49&page=0&type=a p.24
- STEAM TRAIN, http://www.theatrecrafts.com/archive/bookreader/tc.php?id=49&page=0&type=a  p.34

After the advent of electricity, sound was far slower to evolve than lighting. The frst 
theatre to be lit by electric light was the Savoy in London in 1887, but it was until the 
1940's that AMPLIFIED SOUND was used in theatres.



https://rgjones.co.uk/docs/about/history.shtml

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P8gaF9jKkYw (sample Brunswick Panatrope)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYVhQ6PSuhQ (sample Portable Panatrope)



http://www.theatrecrafts.com/archive/albumviewer.php?id=37&page=65&type=a

https://www.cryptomuseum.com/covert/rec/uher/report/index.htm



WHY IS THE INVENTION OF CASSETTE A REVOLUTION FOR SOUND?

Electricity refned the way sounds were captured in time — adding a new dimension with the acoustic phonograph.
The invention of magnetic recording tape represented a huge leap forward in audio technology. For the frst time,
thanks to tape, sound could be manipulated. What had been the representation of a singular moment in time (e.g.
listening to a live band or to a song on an LP) now became a malleable. Cassette allowed for sound to be edited: cut,
rewind, fast-forward, mix, record... 

 Delia Derbyshire, BBC Radiophonic Workshop: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfOG0td7LyE

HOW IS THIS RELEVANT TO THEATRE TODAY?

REMEMBER:

The world of sound design for theatre encompasses
these two hemispheres:

1) On the one side there is the creation of sound
effects, making of recordings, editing and
manipulating the sounds, and deciding which
sound feels right for which moment.
2) On the other hand there’s this technical
world where one needs to have a good
knowledge of the sound technology in order
to be able to then translate these ideas, and
the sounds you’ve created into an experience
for an audience.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=buDijqRDQAs 

Sound Design in Theatre is about balancing technical
& creative knowledge. A sound Designer is adding
information to the story (such as atmosphere &
location) and contributing to the audience's
experience (collaborating with actor's & script's
emotions). Thanks to the technology available, Sound
Designers can control when sound comes in, when it
stops, what volume level brings best effect, etc.

Mixing Musical Theatre Tips:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7JU1oIMGFs4 

National Theatre Sound Designers Tips:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MGtX9P8gDI8 

 



DIFFERENT WAYS TO THINK OF SOUND IN THEATRE TODAY:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hFM4hPgGZuk – Binaural Audio

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TgjDAIqu6-8 – Paper Cinema Theatre Company

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYm8sdIhlNo – War Horse 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MXL_d4mLmmw – Pigeons

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pTqYxPUNk3o – The London Snorkeling Team

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MVjluJTST9w – Rash Dash

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PU-BeZg6SI8 – [RADIOPHONICS]

EXERCISES:

EXERCISE 1: SOUND DESIGNER'S APPROACH TO A SCRIPT – Add different soundscapes and/or music to this script

A: Hello...? Is anybody there? (no answer) Hello?
B: What are you doing here?
A: Oh, it's you.
B: Surprised to see me?
A: I thought you had left.
B: I'm back.
A: When did you come back?
B: A while ago. Why do you want to know?
A: Just wondered.
B: You are not going to get rid of me so easily.

EXERCISE 2: SOUND DESIGNER'S TECHNICAL SCRIPT – Write cues in the script

EXERCISE 3: SOUND DESIGNER'S BASIC SOFTWARE– Learn how to use Qlab
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Q.2. Fade-Out
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Q.3. Tension
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Q. 4 Add Tension
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	Stage Effects - How to Make and Work Them, by A. Rose (1928)



